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QUASIORDER ON SYSTEMS OF DIRECTED SETS 
JAN JAKUBIK 
Dedicated to Professor Stefan SGHWARZ on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday 
Let a be an infinite cardinal and let D(oc) be the set of all non-isomorphic 
types of directed ( = upper-directed) sets X with card X ^ a. For X, F e D(oc) 
we put X ^ i F if there exists an isomorphism of X into F . The relation ^ i 
is a quasiorder on the set D(a) and we denote by i) 1 (a) the corresponding 
partially ordered set ([2], Chap. I I ) consisting of equivalence classes X 1 = 
- {Ye D(oc) : X ^ i F and F ^ i X } for given X e D(oc). 
The quasiorder ^ i (for order types that need not be directed) was investi­
gated by L a v e r [5]. A different quasiorder relation between directed sets 
(based on the notion of cofinality) was studied by J . S c h m i d t [6], G i n s b u r g 
and I s b e l l [3] and I s b e l l [4]. 
For X 1 , F 1 e D^oc) we denote by {/-(X1, F 1 ) and IA(X\ F 1 ) the set of all 
upper bounds or lower bounds, respectively, of the set {X1, F 1 } in Z)1(a). If 
U1(X1, F 1 ) posesses a least element, then it will be denoted by X 1 V F 1 ; the 
symbol X 1 A F 1 has an analogous meaning. In this note there is investigated 
the existence of the elements X 1 V F 1 and X 1 A F 1 in D^ct) (cf. also [2], 
Problem 78). 
The sets W(X\ Y1) and L*(X\ Y1) are nonempty for any X, F e D ( a ) . 
I n fact, let Z e D(oc) with c a r d Z = 1; then Z1 e i ^ X 1 , F 1 ) . The ordinal sum 
of two disjoint partially ordered sets X and F will be denoted by X © F 
([2], p. 108). The partially ordered set X © F is directed if and only if F i3 
directed. If X, YeD(oc)9 then for Z = X ® F we have obviously Z
1 e 
e UMX1, F 1 ) . 
For any cardinal y we denote by coy the least ordinal /? with the property 
that the power of the set of all ordinals smaller than /? equals y. 
Theorem 1. Let y be an infinite cardinal. Let A be a directed set that is not 
linearly ordered, card A = yi, y± < y ^ a. Let B = coy. The partially ordered 
set U1(A1, B1) has a minimal element C1 such that G1 is not the least element 
of U^A1, B1) ( henceA1 V B1 does not exist in DHoc)). 
Proof . P u t C = A ® B; then we have C1 e U^A1, B1). Let E eD(oc) such 
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that E1 e U1(A1, B1), E1 ^ 1O1. There exists an isomorphism tp of E into C. 
Further there exists an isomorhism 991 of A into E and an somorphism 9̂2 
of B into E. Put 
A' = (p(n(A)), B' = (p(n(B)). 
Since card A' = yi , there is b± e B such that a < b± for each a e i ' in C 
Because FT is isomophic to wv there is 62 e B ' with bi ^ 62. Let 
B" = {beB' :b ^ b2}, # ' = p-M-4' u B"). 
Then F?" is isomorphic to wv and hence F/' is isomorhic to C, whence C ^iE. 
Therefore C1 is a minimal element of the partially ordered set U1(A1, B1). 
Let F = B © A; we have F e U1(A1, B1). There exist uncomparable 
elements a, a' in F such that for the set L(a, a') of all lower bounds of the set 
{a, a'} we have 
card L(a, a') ^ card B — y; 
no pair of uncomparable elements with such property exists in C and hence 
there is no isomorphism of F into C. Hence C1 is not the least element of 
U1^1, B1). 
Let X be a partially ordered set, x e X. We denote \x) — {y E X : y ^ x}. 
Let M be a partially ordered set with a greatest element m such that card (M \ 
\ {m}) ^ 2 and any two distinct elements of the set M {m} are uncompa-
rable. 
Theorem 2. Let A be a linearly ordered set, Xo ^ card A ^ a. Assume that 
for each a e A there exists an isomorphism of A into \a). Let B = M, card B f± a. 
The partially ordered set U1(A1, B1) has two distinct minimal elements. 
Proof , (a) Put C =. A © 5 and let E e D(oi), E1 e U1^1, B1), E1 £ jC1. 
Let (p, (pi, (p2, A', B' have an analogous meaning as in the proof of Thm. 1. 
Let a' e A'. According to the assumption, the set [x E A' : x > a'} is infinite, 
hence a' e A and so A' c A. Let b' e B', b' ^ (p((p2(m)). There exists b" e B' 
such that b' and b" are uncomparable and from this it follows that b' cannot 
belong to A and b' ^ m; thus V e B \ {m} and therefore (p((p2(m)) m. 
This implies that the set (p~1(A' \J B') c j ^ i s isomorphic to C and hence C1 ^ 1 
^ 1K1, showing that C1 is minimal in U1(A1, B1). 
(b) Put C = B © A and let us use the same denotations as in (a). Analo-
gously as in (a) we have b' e B for each b' e B'', b' ^(p((p2(m)). Since A' is 
isomorphic to A, there are elements a\, a^e A' Ci A with 99(992(ra)) ^ ai < a2. 
According to the assumption there exists an isomorphism \p of A' into A' n 
n [#2) (the symbol [c^) being considered with respect to ^4). Let C = ip(A') U 
U B \ Then C is isomorphic to C and C <= ^(F/). Hence C1 ^ 1K1 and there-
fore C1 is minimal in U1(A1, B1). 
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I t is easy to verify that there is no isomorphism of A ® B into B ® A 
and no isomorphism of B ® A into A ® B; hence (A ® B)1 and (B ® A)1 
are uncomparable in U1(A1, B1). 
Theorem 3. Let A be a linearly ordered set, 2 < card A ^ oc. Assume that 
there is a e A such that there does not exist any isomorphism of A into [a). Let 
B M. There are partially ordered sets C,F e D(oc) such that C1, F1 e U1(A1, B1) 
and C^F 1 have no common lower bound in U1(A1, B1). 
Proof. Let C = B ® A. Let a\ e A such that there does not exist any 
isomorphism of A into [a\). Let B' be isomorphic to B and such that (a) if a\ 
is the greatest element of A, then B' n A = {a\}, m ^ a±; (b) if a\ is not 
the greatest element of A, then B' n A = {a\, m}, m = a^eA, a% > a\. 
We consider the following partial order in F = A U B'. The partial orders 
in A and B' remain unchanged. In the case (a), m is the greatest element 
of F and if b' e B' \ {a\, m}, a e A, a ^ a±, then the elements a, V are un-
comparable. In the case (b), for any b' e B', b' ^ m and any aeA, a=? a\ 
we put b' < a (b' > a) if and only if a\ < a (a\ > a). Obviously we have 
C1,F1 E U1(A1, B1). Assume that E1 e U1(A1, B1), E1 ^\C1, E1 <,\F1. Then 
there exist subsets C and F' of C and F, respectively, that are isomorphic 
to E. Further there is an isomorphism \p of B into C; let B' =-- ip(B). For 
c' eC we denote by [c')' the set [c') n C, where [c') is taken with respect 
to C; we use a similar notation [/')' for elements of F'. Each element b\ EB', 
b\ ^t- \p(m) has the following properly 
(i) there is an element b e C that is uncomparable with bi and either [bi)' 
contains a subset isomorphic to A or there is an element &2 e C such that b2 is 
uncomparable with b\ and [62)' contains a subset isomorphic to A. According 
to the way in which we have chosen the element a\ and constructed the 
partially ordered set F, no element of F' has the property (i), therefore the 
partially ordered sets C and F' are not isomorphic, which is a contradiction. 
From the Theorems 1, 2 and 3 we obtain as a corollary 
Theorem 4. Let A e D(oc) such that either (i) A is a chain and card A > 2, 
or (ii) A is not a chain and card A < oc. Then there is B e D(oc) such that the 
oin A1 B1 does not exist in Dx(oc). 
Theorem 5. Let A e D(oc) be a chain. If A is finite, then A1 /\ B1 exists in 
J)1(a)/Or each B e D(oc). If A is infinite, then there is B e D(oc) such that A1 /\ B1 
does not exist in D1(a). 
P r o o f (a). Let A be finite, B e D(oc) and let /3 = sup card X where X runs-
over the system of all linearly ordered subsets of B. If /? ^ card A, then 
A1 ^\B1 and A1 f\ B1 = A1. If /? < card A, let C be a linearly ordered 
set with card C = /?; clearly C1 = A1 f\ B1. (b) Further assume that A is 
infinite and let Bo be the set of all pairs (m, n) where m, n are positive integers 
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with n S m. For (m, ri), ( j , k) e B0 we put (m, n) S ( j , A;) if and only if m =j 
and n S k. Let B = BQ\J {mo}, mo £ JB0 and let mo be the greatest element 
in B. Let E eD(oc), E Si A, E Si B. From the first relation we obtain tha t 
E is a chain and from the second it follows tha t E is finite because each linearly 
ordered subset of B is finite. There exists a linearly ordered subset E' of B 
with card2?' > card2?; then we have E' <iA,Ef Si B, E SiE' and E' non 
SiE. Hence A1 A B1 does not exist. 
Theorem 6. Let ex. be a regular cardinal. Let A e D(oc) and let C(A) = 
= {/3: card X = /3 for some linearly ordered subset X of A}. Assume that C(A) 
has no greatest element. Then there is a chain B e D(oc) such that A1 /\ B1 does 
not exist in Dx(oc). 
Proof . Let {Xi}(i el) be the system of al l l inearly ordered subsets of A. 
By using the Axiom of choice we can suppose that the set I is linearly ordered. 
Let B be the set of all pairs (i, Xi) with i el, Xi e Xi. For (i, #<), (j, xj) e B 
we put (i, Xi) S (j> Xj), if either i < j , or i = j and Xi S Xj. Then B is a chain 
and because a is regular, B e D(oc). In a similar way as in the proof of Thm. 5 
(Part (b)) we can now verify tha t A1 A B1 does not exist in D1(A1, B1). 
We conclude with the following two remarks concerning the properties 
of the partially ordered set . L 1 ^ 1 , B1) for AfBe D(oc). 
The statement analogous to the Thm. 1 fails to be valid, in general, for 
the partially ordered set L1(A1, B1). Let i b e a directed set tha t is not linearly 
ordered, A e D(oc) and let C(A) have the same meaning as in Thm. 6. Assume 
tha t sup C(A) = n < X 0 . Let B e D(oc) be a chain, card B = y. Let E be 
a finite chain with card2£ = min (n, y). Then A1 f\ B1 does exist in 2)1(a) 
and A1AB1= E1. 
There exist A, B e 25(a) (a = Xi) such tha t A is a chain and the partially 
ordered set L1(A1, B1) is not upper-directed. E x a m p l e : 
Let X = coy for y = Xi and let Y be the open interval (0,1) of real numbers. 
Let A = X ® Y, B = X U Y \J {m} such tha t m is the greatest element 
of 2?, x and y are uncomparable for any x e X and any y e Y, and the linear 
orders in X and Y, respectively, have the original meaning. Then .X1, Y 1 e 
e L1(A19 B
1) and there does not exist E e D(oc) with E1 e L1(A1, B1), X1 S E1. 
Y1 SiE1. I t is easy to verify tha t X1 is not maximal in L1(A19 B
1). The 
elements (X U {m})1 and Y1 are distinct and maximal in L1(A19 B
1). 
This example (and also Thms. 2 and 3) shows that Dx(oc) fails to be a multi-
lattice ( B e n a d o [1]). 
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